JUST ABOUT RIGHT
(Ilinois Eligible)

BAY COLT; Foaled June 7, 2018; Brand SS110

Consigned by Levem Schrock, Arthur, IL, Agent for Bonnie Becker

By CASSIS 2,1:59.3f; 3,1:52.4 ($575,126) by Cantab Hall 3,1:54 ..................................

Lost Gem ........................................

Its Just A Fling ..................................

JUST ABOUT RIGHT

Cassis 3,1:52.4 ........................................

Cantab Hall 3,1:54 ...............................

Self Possessed 3,1:51.3

Speedy Crown 3,1:59.1

WALLЮбER 3,1:58.4

Noble Gesture 2,1:59.1

Well Molder 3,1:57.2

Prakas 3,1:53.2

Davidia Hanover 4,1:56

1st Dam

IT'S JUST A FLING by Balanced Image 3,1:58.4, Starter at 2. At 3, race timed 2:05.3. Dam of 5 of racing age, all raced, including:

KEYSTONE FLING 2,2:05.4h; 3,1:58.4f (m, Donerail) ($150,048). 18 wins. At 2, arrowed PAFS at Butler, Stoneboro, Pa.; 2nd Royal and Amulet Farm second at Meadow and in The Stallion Series (Cons.) at The Meadows; third in Keystone Classic at The Meadows, TSS at Pocono and PAFS at Clearfield; race timed 2:00.2f. At 3, 3rd PAFS Final at The Meadows and PAFS at Wayne, Dayton and Gratz; second at Washington and Clearfield; third at Dayton and Butler; race timed 1:57.5f. At 5, 5th winner 2 FM Opens at Batavia and FM Open at Buffalo; third in FM Open at Batavia.

DESIERTOCKS 2,2:01.2f; 3,2:04.4g (m, Anguish Hall) ($117,130). 3 wins. At 2, race timed 2:03.4h. At 3, race timed 2:02h.

2nd Dam

JUST ABOUT RIGHT

2nd Dam of:

KEystone GILD 2,2:01.2f; 3,2:01.1f (m, Sierra Kosmos) ($20,840). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, 2nd Arden Downs S. and leg Walnut Ridge Series. Dam of C's CHUCKIE T 4,1:54.2 ($401,666) and KEYSTONE GRATITUDE 3,1:56.2.

PRINCESS OF PIRPPIHESTOCKINGS 3,1:56.1f ($240,125).

BALANCED GEM 1:59.3f (h, Balanced Image) ($20,660). 7 wins.

Keystone Bluejay 2,2,02.3f (m, Sierra Kosmos). Dam of JA EL BLUE BAYOU 3,1:57.1 ($119,116), JA EL EXPRESS 3,1:55.4 ($189,858) and JA EL MISTER BLUE 4,1:59.2.

3rd Dam

NORTHERN JEWEL

Davidia Hanover 3,1:58.4........................

Balanced Image 3,1:58.4........................

Cantab Hall 3,1:54 ..................................

Self Possessed 3,1:51.3

Speedy Crown 3,1:59.1

WALLЮбER 3,1:58.4

Noble Gesture 2,1:59.1

Well Molder 3,1:57.2

Prakas 3,1:53.2

Davidia Hanover 4,1:56

By CASSIS 2,1:59.3f; 3,1:52.4 ($575,126) by Cantab Hall 3,1:54. 19 wins. At 3, winner at Goshen in 1:55.4h (with a 1 second allowance) by 23 1/2 lengths in track record time (current record). Sire of 29 in 2:05; 18 in 2:00, 5 in 1:55 including ANNA'S LUCKY STAR 4,2:11:53.1, TROTTRING GRACE 4,1:54.1h (all time Illinois record), ILLINIGHT 3,1:54.4, SUNNY SASHA 3,1:55, TRIEX'S JETHRO 4,1:55h (all time Illinois record), etc. 2019 two-year-olds include 7 in 2:10 including CELOHANE HALL (M) 2,2:00, BEE SEE (M) 2,1:59, RITCHIE FOR FUN 2,2:01.1, ON HIGHER GROUND 2,1:58, etc.

1st Dam

IT'S JUST A FLING by Balanced Image 3,1:58.4, Starter at 2. At 3, race timed 2:05.3. Dam of 5 of racing age, all raced, including:

KEYSTONE FLING 2,2:05.4h; 3,1:58.4f (m, Donerail) ($150,048). 18 wins. At 2, arrowed PAFS at Butler, Stoneboro, Pa.; 2nd Royal and Amulet Farm second at Meadow and in The Stallion Series (Cons.) at The Meadows; third in Keystone Classic at The Meadows, TSS at Pocono and PAFS at Clearfield; race timed 2:00.2f. At 3, 3rd PAFS Final at The Meadows and PAFS at Wayne, Dayton and Gratz; second at Washington and Clearfield; third at Dayton and Butler; race timed 1:57.5f. At 5, 5th winner 2 FM Opens at Batavia and FM Open at Buffalo; third in FM Open at Batavia.

JUST ABOUT RIGHT

Decisive (m, Powerful Emotion) ($1,472). At 2, 3rd in IL Stallion S. at Charleston.

Keystone Fling 2,2:06.4h; 3,2:04.4g (m, Anguish Hall) ($17,130). 3 wins. At 2, race timed 2:03.4h. At 3, race timed 2:02h.

2nd Dam

JUST ABOUT RIGHT

2nd Dam of:

KEYSTONE GILD 2,2:01.2f; 3,2:01.1f (m, Sierra Kosmos) ($20,840). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, 2nd Arden Downs S. and leg Walnut Ridge Series. Dam of C's CHUCKIE T 4,1:54.2 ($401,666) and KEYSTONE GRATITUDE 3,1:56.2.

PRINCESS OF PIRPPIHESTOCKINGS 3,1:56.1f ($240,125).

BALANCED GEM 1:59.3f (h, Balanced Image) ($20,660). 7 wins.

Keystone Bluejay 2,2,02.3f (m, Sierra Kosmos). Dam of JA EL BLUE BAYOU 3,1:57.1 ($119,116), JA EL EXPRESS 3,1:55.4 ($189,858) and JA EL MISTER BLUE 4,1:59.2.

3rd Dam

Just About Right by PIPPIWHITESTOCKINGS 2,2:01.2f; 3,2:01.1f (m, Sierra Kosmos) ($20,840). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, 2nd Arden Downs S. and leg Walnut Ridge Series. Dam of C's CHUCKIE T 4,1:54.2 ($401,666) and KEYSTONE GRATITUDE 3,1:56.2.

PRINCESS OF PIPPİHESTOCKINGS 3,1:56.1f ($240,125).

BALANCED GEM 1:59.3f (h, Balanced Image) ($20,660). 7 wins.

Keystone Bluejay 2,2,02.3f (m, Sierra Kosmos). Dam of JA EL BLUE BAYOU 3,1:57.1 ($119,116), JA EL EXPRESS 3,1:55.4 ($189,858) and JA EL MISTER BLUE 4,1:59.2.

4th Dam

JUST ABOUT RIGHT

2nd Dam of:

KEYSTONE GILD 2,2:01.2f; 3,2:01.1f (m, Sierra Kosmos) ($20,840). 3 wins. At 2, race timed 2:03.4h. At 3, race timed 2:02h.

2nd Dam

JUST ABOUT RIGHT

2nd Dam of:

KEYSTONE GILD 2,2:01.2f; 3,2:01.1f (m, Sierra Kosmos) ($20,840). 3 wins. At 2 and 3. At 2, 2nd Arden Downs S. and leg Walnut Ridge Series. Dam of C's CHUCKIE T 4,1:54.2 ($401,666) and KEYSTONE GRATITUDE 3,1:56.2.

PRINCESS OF PIPPIHESTOCKINGS 3,1:56.1f ($240,125).

BALANCED GEM 1:59.3f (h, Balanced Image) ($20,660). 7 wins.

Keystone Bluejay 2,2,02.3f (m, Sierra Kosmos). Dam of JA EL BLUE BAYOU 3,1:57.1 ($119,116), JA EL EXPRESS 3,1:55.4 ($189,858) and JA EL MISTER BLUE 4,1:59.2.